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Easy SAS® Session Customisation 
Peter Crawford, Crawford Software Consultancy Ltd, London, UK 

ABSTRACT  
This paper offers a way we can more simply customise the start-up of a SAS® session. The technique helps where 
some sessions are interactive and some are batch, and where the desktop system might be used by more than one 
login-user. Implementing this method does not require administrator rights on the machine where it is used. 
However, it requires some understanding of the SAS® System and the operating system on which it runs, so this 
paper is suitable for intermediate and advanced SAS users and SAS developers. 
The technique has been extensively tested and used on Microsoft Windows platforms, and can be extended for 
UNIX platforms. 
The method is derived from:   many years experience of installing many versions of SAS;  on-line documentation 
research;     examining the configuration of components of the SAS Business Intelligence Architecture;  and from 
accidental discoveries made when starting SAS sessions. 
The key of the technique requires just one "user environment variable"..  

INTRODUCTION 
We rely on and appreciate that a SAS session will start up when required. Configured normally, (as 
delivered/installed) all sessions start up in the same way. The fun and trouble come when "we want more"!  
There are many reasons why we might need "something extra" and some of these are expanded upon below. More 
"normal" solutions are explained, with their shortcomings. Finally, a simpler and consistent solution is 
demonstrated. 
 
STARTING SAS SESSIONS 
Normally SAS is started from an icon or menu shortcut. Sometimes SAS is already started and new sessions are 
"spawned". This technique is most familiar in the guise of SAS/Connect®.  
An example of a start-up command is in the properties of the shortcut 
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There the target field is too long to appear entirely, in its box . The complete string is 

"C:\Program Files\SAS\SAS 9.1\sas.exe" -CONFIG "C:\Program Files\SAS\SAS 
9.1\SASV9.CFG" 

for this paper, it can be simplified to  
"{path}\sas.exe" -CONFIG "{path}\SASV9.CFG" 

That is the simple standard.  
Sometimes it is extended for National Language Support(NLS) referring to a config file in a sub-folder, for example: 

-CONFIG "{path}\nls\en\SASV9.CFG" 
One problem that occurs is the "Start in" folder. It might be that it is not valid, does not exist or points to an 
unsuitable folder. The "%USERPROFILE%" default points to the parent of "\My Documents". When "hot desking", 
we want this set to a "home folder" on a network drive.  
The "Start in" setting is important to this "Easy SAS® Session Customisation" idea. 
    
Our next example : 

call "sas" -SYSIN "MetadataServer\stopServer.sas" -METAUSER "%OMAADMIN%" -METAPASS 
"%OMAAPW%" -LOG "MetadataServer\logs\stopServer.log" -NOTERMINAL    

is a call to stop a SAS® Metadata Server.  
For the purposes of this paper, it can be described as just starting a SAS session to run a SAS program in batch.  
(In fact, the purpose of that program is indicated by the program name stopServer.sas ).  
The call demonstrates invoking SAS with 5 command line parameters which are SAS options. 
 

LOCATING CONFIGURATION INFORMATION 
As our SAS session starts, it needs to collect enough information to locate all the necessary application subroutine 
libraries and the parameters for this particular session. Since these "necessary" parts are defined when SAS is 
installed, I prefer to avoid updating that configuration file and this technique helps that aim.  
 
SAS locates configuration information in several sources. For the Microsoft Windows platforms, these are 
documented in online-doc at 
http://support.sas.com/onlinedoc/913/getDoc/en/hostwin.hlp/a000104286.htm#searchrules. It was not apparent at 
first that the SAS session will use more than one of these sources.      

WORKING SOLUTION 
Without administrator rights, it is sometimes difficult to control all options we might wish. However, even without 
that privilege we can create "user environment variables". One environment variable is enough to add our flavour to 
a SAS session.  Start at "My Computer" 

select "View system information"   
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Then click the "Advanced" tab.  

 

Then click "Environment Variables" 
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That opens the form to create, delete and update environment  variables 

 
 
The simple solution I've been working with for more than 12 months requires just one special environment variable. 
The variable I have been using is summarised in this table and its values are described below.   
User environment variable, named SAS_OPTIONS 

Value VERBOSE   CONFIG SASV9.CFG 

As this environment variable is used for both SAS8 and SAS9, we might need to take care with its value. 

OPTION VALUE -VERBOSE 
This reports to the SAS log, many system option values, but before that, it lists all of the config files used to start 
the SAS session. Once I'm confident that the technique is implemented correctly, I could drop that option from the 
environment variable value. I have found "VERBOSE" so useful, I usually just leave it.  

OPTION VALUE -CONFIG SASV9.CFG 
I could use a specific path with this value, but have found more flexibility without. the option directs SAS at startup 
to open a file in the "current folder" with the name "sasv9.cfg".   
the file should be created in the folder where we will start SAS. this should not be the folder in which sas.exe is 
stored, because that folder already contains a file of this name, whose contents should be left unchanged (for a 
smooth operation and maintenance of the SAS system).  

USAGE IS PERSONAL 
I find this extra "sasv9.cfg" file the most convenient way to pass system options with my preferred values, into 
SAS as it starts. For a SAS Display Manager session, use options that are different from those for programs run in 
batch or through SAS/Connect®. To provide this uniqueness, start each of these different types from different 
folders. 
Having created the environment variable among the "user variables" rather than "system variables", when a 
different user logs into my system, they don't have to be affected by my choices.   

EXAMPLE OPTIONS WHEN RUNNING SAS PROGRAMS IN BATCH 
-NOTERMINAL 
-RSASUSER 
-NOOVP 
-SASUSER !userprofile\batchuser 
-LOGNOTE1 "batch processing for SAS Global Forum" 
-INITSTMT "%put running prog %sysfunc(getoption(sysin)) starting %now;" 
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-LOGNOTE1 "batch SAS process Abcdef, contact Crawford Software phone 123456789" 
-TERMSTMT "proc datasets library= work kill; run; quit; %put finished %now;" 
-SASAUTOS (sasautos ".\sasMacros" "commonPath\sasMacros") 
-SET library ".\projFormats"  
 

The –RSASUSER option directs SAS to open the SASUSER profile as "read-only". This allows it to be shared by 
concurrently running batch jobs.  
The last two options assume you would have two subfolders under the batch programs folder, named for their 
purposes, sasMacros for project-specific macros, and projFormats for user-defined formats for the project. 
There will be macros used by many projects. Establishing a common store (like "commonPath\sasMacros" 
above) allows sharing. Something similar can be achieved for formats with the -FMTSEARCH option. 
For batch processing, keep a separate folder for the programs, macros, formats and outputs of each different 
project.   
 

EXTRA OPTIONS WHEN STARTING SAS DISPLAY MANAGER 
-TERMINAL 
-NORSASUSER 
-AWSTITLE mysas 
-SASUSER .\SASUSER 
 

The -AWSTITLE option is very useful for specifying the application name within the whole windows environment.     
 

SECOND DISPLAY MANAGER SESSION 
Sometimes it is useful to have a "second" interactive SAS session. Your shortcut for that just needs a different 
startup folder. That folder would have a sasv9.cfg file pointing to an alternate SASUSER folder. It will be useful to 
have the SASAUTOS and FMTSEARCH options pointing to common, in addition to separate, libraries.  

-AWSTITLE my2SAS 
-SASAUTOS (SASAUTOS ".\sasMacros" "commonpath\sasMacros") 
-SASUSER .\SASUSER2 

FURTHER OPTIONS FOR CUSTOMISING SAS SESSION 
There are many options that support customizing the "SAS experience". Some are able to be set once SAS is 
running and some like the email options, must be set as SAS starts. All these can be provided in custom config 
files.    

SUPPORTING MULTIPLE USER-LOGINS 
Because the addition to the environment is a "user environment variable" the setting affects only the relevant users. 

SUPPORTING SAS OLE AUTOMATION SERVER 
Your experience might be different, but I have not found much use for default action when a SAS system program is 
opened in Windows Explorer. Because of a feature of the Microsoft Windows operating system, the OLE 
Automation server always starts SAS in the windows system directory. With the technique I offer here, you might 
need or want to add a custom sasv9.cfg file into that folder. Usually, for security, the client sites where I provide 
consultancy,do not allow users to add files to that folder. Working with my preferred technique, and without that 
privilege, hasn't yet created any problems, despite having to do without this SAS OLE Automation Server support.  

CONCLUSION  
With no special user privileges, we can implement a simple scheme that supports multiple SAS session styles. 
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